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Abstract Chronic sleep restriction, or inadequate sleep, is
associated with increased risk of cardiometabolic disease.
Laboratory studies demonstrate that sleep restriction causes
impaired whole-body insulin sensitivity and glucose disposal.
Evidence suggests that inadequate sleep also impairs adipose tissue insulin sensitivity and the NEFA rebound during
intravenous glucose tolerance tests, yet no studies have examined the effects of sleep restriction on high-fat meal lipemia. We assessed the effect of 5 h time in bed (TIB) per
night for four consecutive nights on postprandial lipemia
following a standardized high-fat dinner (HFD). Furthermore, we assessed whether one night of recovery sleep (10 h
TIB) was sufficient to restore postprandial metabolism to
baseline. We found that postprandial triglyceride (TG) area
under the curve was suppressed by sleep restriction (P =
0.01), but returned to baseline values following one night of
recovery. Sleep restriction decreased NEFAs throughout the
HFD (P = 0.02) and NEFAs remained suppressed in the recovery condition (P = 0.04). Sleep restriction also decreased
participant-reported fullness or satiety (P = 0.03), and decreased postprandial interleukin-6 (P < 0.01). Our findings
indicate that four nights of 5 h TIB per night impair postprandial lipemia and that one night of recovery sleep may be
adequate for recovery of TG metabolism, but not for markers of adipocyte function.—Ness, K. M., S. M. Strayer, N. G.
Nahmod, M. M. Schade, A-M. Chang, G. C. Shearer, and
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According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, one in three US adults sleeps fewer than 7 h per
night, increasing their risk of obesity and for risk of developing CVD, type 2 diabetes, and earlier mortality, among
other comorbidities (1–4). The mechanisms by which
chronic insufficient sleep increases cardiometabolic disease risk are poorly understood, but results from carefully
controlled laboratory studies demonstrate that sleep restriction simultaneously increases orexigenic hormonal signaling and impairs glucose metabolic functioning (5, 6).
Furthermore, there is mounting evidence that adipocyte
insulin sensitivity and function are impaired by sleep restriction resulting in aberrantly elevated overnight and
early morning NEFAs (7–10).
Adipocytes are a key integrator of systemic metabolism,
absorbing and storing excess energy postprandially and releasing stored fatty acids as needed to meet the energy requirements of the body (11). Adipocytes respond to the
postprandial increase in insulin by suppressing intracellular TG lipolysis and by increasing extracellular lipolysis by
transporting LPL from intracellular vesicles to the surface
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of the endothelium (12–14). This results in decreased
NEFA release into the plasma and increased absorption of
lipoprotein TGs, particularly those in chylomicrons and
VLDLs (15–19). Insulin-stimulated adipose tissue biopsies
from sleep-restricted subjects have reduced phosphorylation, or activation, of protein kinase B (also called AKT),
a protein in the insulin receptor-signaling pathway that
is involved in suppression of intracellular lipolysis and
NEFA release (7, 13, 20, 21). Sleep restriction increases
overnight and early morning NEFA levels, which are
correlated with whole-body decreases in insulin sensitivity
(8), consistent with the observed impairment of intracellular insulin signaling.
There is also evidence that sleep restriction may alter
whole-body fuel selection. Fasting respiratory quotient, a
measure of the relative quantity of carbohydrate oxidation
to fat oxidation occurring throughout the body, decreases
in response to sleep restriction, indicating increased lipid
oxidation (9, 22–24). NEFA rebound following the suppression induced by an intravenous glucose tolerance test
is delayed and impaired during sleep restriction, consistent
with elevated NEFA clearance from the plasma, possibly by
skeletal muscle (10). Studies investigating the effects of
short-term sleep restriction on circulating lipids have had
mixed results. Lipidomic and genomic analyses have found
decreased expression of genes involved in cholesterol
transport during sleep restriction and decreased circulating choline plasmalogens during total sleep deprivation
(25, 26). Choline plasmalogens are a structural component
of lipoproteins that have been linked with CVD and are
negatively associated with TGs and cardiometabolic risk
factors (25). A number of studies have found decreases in
fasting TGs with sleep restriction, which is consistent with
increased lipid oxidation but at odds with decreased plasmalogens (9, 27, 28). Several other studies found no
change in plasma TGs with sleep restriction (29–32). Regardless, evidence from short-term in-laboratory (in-lab)
sleep restriction studies is at odds with epidemiological
studies, which have consistently found a U-shaped risk of
abnormal lipid profiles, including elevated TG, associated
with short and long habitual sleep durations (33–36). Research on TG metabolism, particularly postprandial dynamics, may offer a putative link between inadequate sleep
and CVD.
Although a large number of studies have examined the
effects of sleep restriction on insulin sensitivity and glucose
clearance during intravenous glucose tolerance tests and
hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamps, very few studies have
examined the effects of sleep restriction on meal digestion
and absorption (5, 23, 37, 38). Standardized test meals exploring the effects of sleep restriction on digestion have
been served as breakfasts, and most were designed to test
postprandial glucose and insulin, with carbohydrates providing the majority of the caloric content (38, 39). Only
one sleep restriction study has used a high-fat test meal to
assess the thermic effect of food (23). No sleep restriction
study has used a high-fat test meal to examine postprandial
lipemia, yet evidence from nutrition and epidemiologic
studies indicates that postprandial hypertriglyceridemia is
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strongly related to risk of CVD (40–42). Cardiometabolic
risk may also be related to the timing of food intake (43–
49). For instance, late-night eating and large dinners are
associated with increased BMI (50–53). In weight loss trials
where calorie intake is controlled, participants assigned to
earlier calorie consumption, versus later, lose more weight
(45, 46, 54). Evening lipid digestion may be particularly
disturbed during sleep restriction due to elevated evening
cortisol; cortisol increases lipolysis, modulates TG synthesis, and decreases insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in adipocytes (8, 39, 55, 56). To date, no studies have examined
the effects of sleep restriction on postprandial lipemia, especially the effects of sleep restriction on meal digestion
and absorption during the evening hours.
Many Americans eat their largest most calorie-laden
meal in the evening and restrict their sleep to meet the
demands of the workweek, perform child or elder care, or
to meet social obligations, catching up on sleep later (57,
58). We therefore designed this study to examine the effects of sleep restriction [four nights of 5 h time in bed
(TIB) per night] and subsequent sleep recovery (one night
of 10 h TIB) on postprandial metabolism of a high-fat dinner (HFD). We hypothesized that the reductions in wholebody insulin sensitivity and alterations in lipid oxidation
caused by sleep restriction would impair lipid digestion
and absorption during an HFD. We further hypothesized
that these disturbances would partially or fully recover with
one night of recovery sleep. Therefore, we measured postprandial lipemia, glycemia, and the enteric hormonal and
inflammatory responses to an HFD during sleep replete,
restriction, and recovery conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All study procedures were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Pennsylvania State University and
conducted according to the principles established in the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent procedures are described below.

Recruitment, screening procedures, and consent
Participants were recruited through a mix of online and material advertisements. Interested participants were directed to a secure online screening questionnaire (Qualtrics, Seattle, WA) and
study staff followed up with eligible participants. Participants provided written informed consent for screening procedures and
then were evaluated based on questionnaire responses and cardiometabolic health as evaluated by a study clinician during a
physical examination. Exclusion criteria included: recent travel
across time zones, history of shift work, sleep disorders, current or
recent medication, tobacco or drug use (confirmed through a
urine toxicology screen), and ongoing medical disorders. Exclusion criteria of the physical exam included waist circumference
>102 cm, BMI 18 kg/m2, seated systolic blood pressure >130
mmHg or diastolic blood pressure >85 mmHg, HbA1c 5.7%,
HDL cholesterol <40 mg/dl, LDL cholesterol 145 mg/dl, fasting plasma TGs 150 mg/dl, and fasting glucose >100 mg/dl.
Participants’ habitual sleep was assessed for 1 week via a wristworn actigraph (Spectrum; Philips-Respironics, Murrysville, PA)
and sleep-wake diary. Finally, participants interviewed with the
study psychologist to assess suitability and willingness to participate

in the in-lab protocol. Following successful completion of screening procedures, eligible participants met with a senior study investigator and provided written informed consent for the in-lab
portion of the study (including pre-study 10 h TIB routine, see
below).

Pre-study conditions
Participants maintained a 10 h TIB routine from 2200 to 0800
(±1 h) for at least 1 week (6 nights) prior to entering the laboratory. This was triple-confirmed by wrist-worn actigraphy, participant-completed sleep-wake logs, as well as a time-stamped phone
log that participants called into each night when they went to bed
and each morning when they arose. Participants were instructed
to refrain from alcohol, drugs, and caffeine during the pre-study
routine. A urine sample was collected from participants at admission for verification of compliance.

In-lab protocol
After admission, the 10 h TIB schedule (2200–0800) was maintained for three nights for the baseline condition. For the next
five nights, sleep opportunity was limited to 5 h TIB from 0030 to
0530 (sleep restriction condition). Sleep was curtailed evenly,
maintaining the nocturnal midpoint, in order to minimize circadian phase shifting and isolate the effects of sleep restriction (independent of circadian misalignment) as much as possible.
Finally, the recovery condition consisted of two nights of 10 h TIB
resuming the 2200–0800 schedule. See Fig. 1 for a schematic of
the study. Participants were put to bed each night and awoken
each morning by study staff in order to maintain the scheduled
TIB. Study staff monitored participant wakefulness at all times
during scheduled wake times (except during showers or restroom
use, to maintain participant privacy).

In-lab conditions and environment
Throughout the entire 11 day protocol, participants lived in a
private room at the clinical research center. Light levels were controlled [<100 lux in the angle of gaze during wake periods, complete dark (0 lux) during scheduled sleep periods], and
temperature was maintained between 20°C and 22°C. Light-emitting devices (i.e., cellphones, computers) were turned off and the
participants’ personal electronics were removed from the room

Fig. 1. Study schematic. Black bars represent TIB. For at least 1
week prior to admission, participants maintained a 10 h TIB routine
from 2200 to 0800 (±1 h). Participants were kept on this same TIB
schedule for the first three nights in-lab (baseline condition; TIB
2200–0800). For the next five nights, TIB was restricted to 5 h/
night, maintaining the nocturnal midpoint (restriction condition;
TIB 0030–0530). Participants then resumed the 10 h TIB schedule
for two nights (recovery condition; TIB 2200–0800). The HFD was
performed after two nights of baseline, four nights of sleep restriction, and one night of recovery sleep (days 3, 8, and 10).

each evening 2 h prior to scheduled bed time and were returned
no earlier than 2 h after waking. This was done to limit blue-light
exposure to study-necessary tasks (i.e., 20 min cognitive tasks performed on an iPad every 2 h), particularly near scheduled sleep
periods. Participants were not permitted to sit or recline on the
bed during the day except during specific study procedures (see
below) and were instructed to remain upright (sitting or standing) throughout scheduled wake periods. Exercise was limited to
light stretching.

Controlled diet
The study dietician designed the controlled feeding diet for
the in-lab portion of the protocol using weighed foods with predetermined macro- and micronutrient content (Nutrition Data
System for Research Software, University of Minnesota, MN).
Each day’s diet met the following standards (including on HFD
days): 55–60% of calories from carbohydrates, 15–17% of calories from protein, 25–30% of calories from fat, 800 mg Ca per
day, 130 ± 7 mEq K, and 200 ± 2 mEq Na. All food was prepared
in the metabolic kitchen of the clinical research center (Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA). An average of the
Harris-Benedict and Mifflin-St. Jeor equations with low-active
activity factors (1.1 and 1.5, respectively) was used to estimate
each participant’s total daily energy expenditure and food volumes were adjusted accordingly (59, 60). Participants consumed three meals per day (breakfast, lunch, and dinner) and
were instructed to finish each meal within 30 min. Post-void
fasted weights were taken each morning to monitor weight stability. Participants consumed exactly the same meals on the day
prior to the baseline and sleep restriction standardized HFDs.
The prior day’s diet was composed of 59% carbohydrates, 15.1%
protein, 25.9% fat, 1,726 mg Ca, 135 mEq K, and 200 mEq Na.
Due to the compressed timeframe for recovery procedures, and
the need to accommodate an intravenous glucose tolerance test
on the morning prior, nutrition on the day before recovery
HFD was consumed as part of only two meals (lunch and dinner) and had slightly different micro- and macronutrient content: 56.8% carbohydrates, 15.5% protein, 27.7% fat, 2,056 mg
Ca, 129 mEq K, and 201 mEq Na.

Actigraphic and polysomnographic sleep quantitation
Participant sleep at home prior to admission (both habitual
and the pre-study 10 h TIB routine) was assessed via actigraphy
(Spectrum; Philips-Respironics, Murrysville, PA). In-lab sleep was
assessed through both actigraphy and polysomnography (PSG)
(Nihon Kohden, Irvine, CA). Actigraphy recordings were assessed for participant compliance (wear/non-wear status) and
data quality and were double-scored by trained condition-blinded
research technicians. Discrepancies between scorers (if any) >15
min were rectified prior to unblinding; device recordings of activity counts, light levels, and wear/non-wear status were used to
aid scoring. Actigraphy scoring methods have previously been
described (10, 61). A registered polysomnographic technologist
staged the in-lab PSG recordings in 30 s windows according to
American Academy of Sleep Medicine standards (62, 63). Nights
with 5.5% unscorable data in the sleep opportunity window
(from lights out to lights on), due to calibration, disconnection,
or other artifact, were excluded from the analyses. All participants retained at least one night of data in each of the baseline,
restriction, and recovery conditions, and therefore none were
excluded from sleep analyses. Lights off and lights on times were
recorded by study staff; if logged times were inconsistent with
PSG data, actigraph light data provided clarification. The time
between verified lights off/on and the beginning/end of recorded data was interpolated as “awake” and was included in the
sleep opportunity time or TIB.
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Standardized HFD
Participants consumed a standardized HFD (1,041 kcal: 48.9 g
of fat, 110.5 g of carbohydrate, 46.6 g of protein) during each
condition of the study (baseline, sleep restriction, recovery) on
days 3, 8, and 10 (see Fig. 1). Breakfast and lunch prior to the
HFD were lower in fat and calories such that overall daily calories
and macro- and micronutrient targets matched all other study
days (see Controlled diet above). Participants finished eating
lunch on HFD days no later than 1230 to allow for a minimum of
4 h without food prior to the start of the HFD. An intravenous line
was placed in the participant’s forearm at approximately 1600 (45
min prior to meal start time). Participants remained in a reclined
position during intravenous line insertion and the first round of
baseline blood draws to ensure intravenous line function, after
which they were allowed to resume activities at their desks. Following baseline blood draws, the HFD was served at 1645. Participants were instructed to consume the entire meal within 20 min
of taking their first bite. Blood samples were drawn every 10 min
for the first hour (relative to meal start time) and every 30 min
thereafter for 4 h. Blood was collected into 3% EDTA tubes (BD
Vacutainers; Becton, Dickinson and Co., Franklin Lanes, NJ) and
immediately processed. Enzyme inhibitors (aprotinin and DPP-IV
inhibitor) were added to a portion of each blood sample. Samples
were spun at 3,000 relative centrifugal force for 10 min and then
held at 4°C until aliquoted. Aliquoted samples were maintained at
80°C until analysis. Prior to meal start and immediately after
finishing the meal, participants completed hunger and satiety
questionnaires using visual analog scales. Participants reported
their current hunger and feeling of fullness on visual analog
scales from not at all hungry or not at all full to extremely hungry
or extremely full, respectively. Responses were scored from 0 to
100 as previously described (64).

Assays
Glucose and TGs were quantified using glucose hexokinaselinked and glycerol phosphate oxidase-linked colorimetric assays
(Fisher Diagnostics, Middletown, VA). NEFAs were quantified using an acyl-CoA synthetase-linked colorimetric assay (FUJIFILM
Wako Diagnostics, Mountain View, CA). C-peptide, ghrelin, glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) (active), glucagon, interleukin-6
(IL-6), insulin, leptin, and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1
(MCP-1) were quantified by fluorescent microbead multiplex assay (Eve Technologies Corporation, Calgary, Alberta, Canada).
Samples were run in triplicate on colorimetric assays and singlicate on multiplex assays. All plates included a standard curve and
two human plasma controls. Multiplex plates also used a validated
standard plasma matrix for background wells. Inter-assay variability was monitored and plates were repeated if >5%.

Statistical analyses
Mixed models with random effects for individuals were used
for summary data indicators (i.e., areas under the curve (AUCs),
comparison of baseline means, sleep means; SAS 9.4M6, Cary,
NC). Analyte time-courses were analyzed in mixed models with
random effects for individuals and were modeled as a function of
condition (baseline, restriction, recovery), time (time into procedure relative to the start of HFD consumption), and the interaction of condition × time. Time was included up to the second
polynomial. Sampling times during the procedure were unequally
spaced so covariance structure was modeled using the spatial
power structure for each combination of subject and condition.
Residuals were tested for normality; ghrelin, GLP-1, MCP-1, NEFAs, and TGs were log-transformed. Two subjects were excluded
from IL-6 analyses due to missing data (75% and 47% of samples,
respectively, had IL-6 values below the threshold of detection).
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A median-split was performed on IL-6; the data were then assessed
in a mixed effect model (as described above) assuming a binary
distribution (SAS 9.4M6, Cary, NC). TG population clearance was
calculated by deriving the slope from the average of the final four
time points (minutes 210–300), extrapolating to baseline for each
condition, calculating total TG AUC, and then dividing the dose
of meal lipids by total TG AUC (GraphPad Prism 8.0.2, San Diego,
CA). Values are reported as significant if the P-value is <0.05. BMI
was tested as a covariate but was not significant for any metabolite,
so it was removed from the final models.

RESULTS
Participants
Fifteen healthy men (mean ± SD: age 22.33 ± 2.82 years;
BMI 24.69 ± 2.99 kg/m2) completed this study. The ethnic/racial composition of the sample was 60% (n = 9) nonHispanic white, 20% (n = 3) non-Hispanic black, and 20%
(n = 3) Asian. Participant weights increased slightly (average increase of 0.37 kg) with four nights of sleep restriction
compared with baseline (P = 0.03). Participant weights following one night of recovery sleep were not significantly
different from baseline (P = 0.98).
Actigraphic and polysomnographic measures of sleep
duration
We have previously reported the actigraphy-quantified
sleep in a subset of participants from this study (10). Actigraphy-assessed habitual sleep was 8.4 ± 0.1 h/night
(mean ± SEM). Participants significantly increased their
sleep during the pre-study 10 h TIB routine to 9.1 ± 0.1
h/night (P < 0.01). There was a further increase in actigraphy-assessed sleep during the two nights of baseline to
9.7 ± 0.2 h/night (P = 0.03). Compared with baseline,
participants slept significantly less during the four nights
of sleep restriction (4.8 ± 0.2 h/night; P < 0.01). Actigraphy-assessed sleep during one night of recovery was not
different from baseline sleep duration (9.7 ± 0.3 h/night;
P = 0.98).
PSG-assessed total sleep time, which subtracts epochs of
wake, in the two nights of baseline sleep was 8.64 ± 0.1 h/
night. As designed, sleep was significantly decreased in the
sleep restriction condition compared with baseline (4.74 ±
0.08 h/night; P < 0.01). PSG-assessed sleep during the one
night of recovery was increased compared with baseline
(9.30 ± 0.13 h/night; P < 0.01).
Glucose and pancreatic analytes
There were no differences in pre-meal glucose (minutes
30 to 0) or glucose AUC (minutes 0–300) during sleep
restriction compared with baseline (P = 0.66 and P = 0.85,
respectively, Fig. 2A), or between baseline and recovery
conditions (pre-meal P = 0.86; AUC P = 0.42, Fig. 2B). Glucose across the entire HFD time course was not significantly
different between baseline and sleep restriction (condition
P = 0.25; condition × time P = 0.49; Fig. 2A), or between
baseline and recovery (condition P = 0.81; condition × time
P = 0.49; Fig. 2B).

Despite no differences in pre-meal glucose values, premeal insulin was significantly increased during sleep restriction compared with baseline (P = 0.02; Fig. 2C). In our
model, there was a marginally significant effect of the restriction condition compared with baseline (P = 0.05) with
no significant condition × time interaction (P = 0.51). The
elevated pre-meal insulin levels returned to baseline values
with one night of recovery sleep (P = 0.95; Fig. 2D). Across
the entire HFD response, there was no significant effect of
condition on insulin in recovery compared with baseline
(P = 0.18). The condition × time interaction term was also
not significant (P = 0.84).
Pre-meal c-peptide was increased in the restriction condition compared with baseline (P = 0.03; Fig. 2E). There
was no significant effect of condition between baseline
and restriction (P = 0.28) and no significant effect of
condition × time (P = 0.53). In the recovery condition, premeal c-peptide was not different from baseline (P = 0.54;
Fig. 2F). Across the entire HFD there was no difference
in c-peptide between baseline and recovery conditions
(condition P = 0.89; condition × time P = 0.65).
Neither pre-meal glucagon nor the main effect of condition was different between baseline and sleep restriction
(pre-meal P = 0.95; condition P = 0.24; Fig. 2G). There was
a significant condition × time interaction, indicating that
glucagon decreased across time during sleep restriction
compared with baseline (P = 0.02). Between the baseline
and recovery conditions, there was no significant difference in pre-meal glucagon (P = 0.29), in the main effect of
condition (P = 0.95), or in the interaction of condition ×
time (P = 0.78; Fig. 2H).
Hunger and satiety hormones and incretins
Pre-meal ghrelin was not different in sleep restriction
compared with baseline (P = 0.23; Fig. 3A). While there
was no effect of condition as a whole (P = 0.06), there
was a significant condition × time interaction in ghrelin
between baseline and sleep restriction (P = 0.01). There
was no difference in self-reported hunger prior to the
start of the procedure (P = 0.24) or following meal completion (P = 0.47; Fig. 3C). In the recovery condition,
there was no difference in pre-meal ghrelin (P = 0.13),
no significant effect of condition (P = 0.36), nor a significant condition × time interaction (P = 0.13; Fig. 3B).
There was no difference between the baseline and recovery conditions in self-reported hunger prior to the
start of the HFD (P = 0.29) nor following meal completion (P = 0.28; Fig. 3C).
Fig. 2. Effects of sleep restriction on postprandial glycemic and
pancreatic analytes. Mean values are plotted ± SEM. P-values are
reported on each graph (n = 15) and significant P-values (<0.05) are
in bold type. Pre-meal = differences during minutes 30 to 0, Condition = significance of the sleep condition effect, Cond.×Time =
significance of the condition × time interaction term. Graphs are
oriented relative to meal start time (first bite = time 0). Black symbols, baseline (10 h TIB per night for two nights); red symbols, sleep
restriction (5 h TIB per night for four nights); gray symbols, recovery (10 h TIB per night for one night). A: Baseline versus restriction
HFD glucose. B: Baseline versus recovery HFD glucose. C: Baseline

versus restriction HFD insulin. Pre-meal insulin was significantly elevated compared with baseline (P = 0.02). Insulin was elevated
throughout the HFD by sleep restriction (condition P = 0.05). D:
Baseline versus recovery HFD insulin. E: Baseline versus restriction
HFD c-peptide. Pre-meal c-peptide was elevated in the sleep restriction condition (P = 0.03). F: Baseline versus recovery HFD c-peptide.
G: Baseline versus restriction HFD glucagon. Glucagon response
to the HFD across time differed between baseline and restriction
(condition × time interaction P = 0.02). H: Baseline versus recovery
HFD glucagon.
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Fig. 3. Effect of sleep restriction on pre- and postprandial hunger and satiety hormones and perception.
Mean values are plotted ± SEM (n = 15). Significant P-values (<0.05) are in bold type. Line graphs are oriented
relative to meal start time (first bite = time 0). A: Baseline versus restriction HFD ghrelin. Ghrelin response to
the HFD across time differed between baseline and restriction [condition × time (Cond.×Time) interaction
P = 0.01]. B: Baseline versus recovery HFD ghrelin. C: Participant-reported hunger ratings immediately prior
to the meal and immediately following meal completion. D: Baseline versus restriction HFD leptin. E: Baseline versus recovery HFD leptin. F: Participant-reported fullness ratings immediately prior to and following
the HFD. Participants reported feeling less full following the meal in the sleep restriction condition compared
with baseline (P = 0.03).

Pre-meal leptin was not different from baseline in the
sleep restriction condition (P = 0.63), nor was there an effect of condition (P = 0.28) or a condition × time interaction (P = 0.65; Fig. 3D). Participant self-reported fullness
following the meal was significantly decreased in sleep restriction (P = 0.03; Fig. 3F). Similarly, there were no differences in pre-meal leptin (P = 0.42), an effect of condition
(P = 0.07), or a condition × time interaction (P = 0.53; Fig.
3E) between the baseline and recovery conditions. Satiety
ratings following the meal were not different from baseline
in the recovery condition (P = 0.74; Fig. 3F).
Between baseline and sleep restriction there was no difference in pre-meal GLP-1 (P = 0.19), no effect of condition (P = 0.73), and no condition × time interaction (P =
0.41). There were also no differences in pre-meal GLP-1
(P = 0.88) in the recovery condition compared with baseline, nor were there effects of condition (P = 0.87) or a
condition × time interaction (P = 0.65).
Inflammatory markers
During sleep restriction, MCP-1 pre-meal levels were not
different than baseline (P = 0.80; Fig. 4A). Across the entire
HFD, there was a significant effect of restriction condition
compared with baseline (P = 0.04), but no condition × time
interaction (P = 0.11). Pre-meal MCP-1 levels were decreased in the recovery condition compared with baseline
(P = 0.02), but there was no significant effect of recovery
condition (P = 0.75) or condition × time interaction (P =
0.99; Fig. 4B) across the entire HFD.
1940
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There was no difference in pre-meal IL-6 between baseline and restriction (P = 0.85; Fig. 4C). There was also no
significant effect of condition (P = 0.78), but there was a
significant interaction of condition × time (P < 0.01) during sleep restriction compared with baseline. Pre-meal IL-6
during recovery was not significantly different than baseline (P = 0.71; Fig. 4D). There was a significant effect of
condition (P < 0.01), but no interaction of condition × time
(P = 0.58).
Lipemia
Pre-meal NEFAs were not significantly different during
restriction compared with baseline (P = 0.09; Fig. 5A).
However, they were significantly suppressed across the entirety of the HFD procedure (condition P = 0.02), with no
difference in slope of change in response to the meal (condition × time P = 0.97). Pre-meal NEFAs were significantly
suppressed after one night of recovery sleep compared
with baseline (P = 0.02; Fig. 5B) and remained suppressed
throughout the HFD procedure (condition P = 0.04).
There was no interaction of condition × time in NEFAs during recovery compared with baseline (P = 0.88). In a post
hoc analysis, postprandial TG AUC was not correlated with
insulin AUC (P = 0.17).
During sleep restriction, there was no difference in premeal TG compared with baseline (P = 0.77; Fig. 5C). There
was neither an effect of condition (P = 0.14) nor a condition × time interaction (P = 0.21) in TG between baseline
and restriction, but AUC of TG from minutes 0 to 300 was

Fig. 4. Effect of sleep restriction on postprandial inflammatory
markers. Mean values are plotted ± SEM [n = 15 (A, B); n = 13
(C, D)]. Significant P-values are in bold type. Graphs are oriented relative to meal start time (first bite = time 0). A: Baseline
versus restriction MCP-1 response to the HFD. Sleep restriction increased MCP-1 across the entirety of the meal (P = 0.04). B: Baseline versus recovery HFD MCP-1. Pre-meal MCP-1 was decreased in
the recovery condition (P = 0.02). C: Baseline versus restriction
HFD IL-6. During sleep restriction IL-6 did not increase postprandially to the same degree as at baseline [condition × time
(Cond.×Time) interaction; P < 0.01]. D: Baseline versus recovery
HFD IL-6. When a median split is applied (necessary due to exponential nature of inflammatory responses), IL-6 is less likely to
be elevated during recovery compared with baseline (condition effect; P < 0.01).

significantly decreased in sleep restriction compared with
baseline (P = 0.01; Fig. 5E). Population TG clearance increased from 2.20 dl/min at baseline to 4.25 dl/min in the
sleep restriction condition (Fig. 5F). Pre-meal TGs were
not different in recovery compared with baseline (P =
0.06), there was no effect of condition (P = 0.74) or a condition × time interaction (P = 0.09; Fig. 5D). There was no
significant difference in postprandial TG AUC between the
baseline and recovery conditions (P = 0.13; Fig. 5E). Population TG clearance in recovery remained higher than
baseline clearance at 4.13 dl/min (Fig. 5F).

DISCUSSION
This study examined whether the impaired glucose tolerance and altered lipid oxidation induced by four

Fig. 5. Effects of sleep restriction on postprandial lipemia. A–E:
Mean values are plotted ± SEM (n = 15). F: Population value (clearance was calculated using the mean). Significant P-values are in
bold type. Line graphs are oriented relative to meal start time (first
bite = time 0). A: Baseline versus restriction NEFAs during HFD.
NEFAs were suppressed throughout the HFD during sleep restriction (P = 0.02). B: Baseline versus recovery HFD NEFAs. Pre-meal
NEFAs were decreased in the recovery condition compared with
baseline (P = 0.02). NEFAs remained suppressed throughout the
HFD (P = 0.04). C: Baseline versus restriction HFD TGs. D: Baseline
versus recovery HFD TGs. E: TG AUC during the HFD from minutes 0–300. Sleep restriction decreased TG AUC compared with
baseline (P = 0.01). F: Population TG clearance calculated as dose
per mean AUC. Cond.×Time, condition × time.

nights of 5 h TIB/night has real-world repercussions for
metabolism by assessing the postprandial response to a
standardized HFD in young healthy men. Furthermore,
this study assessed whether one night of recovery sleep
(10 h TIB opportunity) was sufficient to restore postprandial metabolic processes to baseline levels. This study extends from prior studies of meal digestion during sleep
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restriction by: 1) examining the effects of a high-fat mixed
meal rather than a high-carbohydrate mixed meal; and 2)
by administering the test meal in the evening, when many
Americans eat their largest and most calorie-laden meal of
the day. In healthy young men fed an HFD, four nights of
5 h TIB/night increased pre-meal and postprandial insulin
without altering glucose levels, suppressed pre-meal and
postprandial NEFAs, decreased TG AUC and increased TG
clearance, decreased postprandial satiety without altering
satiety hormones, and decreased the postprandial lipemiainduced increase in IL-6.
Sleep restriction increased pre-meal c-peptide and insulin levels. These elevations in preprandial insulin and
c-peptide occurred despite no difference in pre-meal glucose, indicative of a pancreatic adjustment to decreased
whole-body insulin sensitivity in order to maintain the glycemic homeostatic set point. Sleep restriction also increased
postprandial insulin, but did not alter postprandial glucose
or c-peptide responses. The increased postprandial plasma
insulin values during sleep restriction, despite no difference
in postprandial glucose levels or glucose AUC, further indicates metabolic compensation for decreased wholebody insulin sensitivity. Elevated postprandial insulin likely
drove many of our lipemic findings, for example, the suppressed NEFA and increased TG clearance. Previous sleep
restriction studies using test meals consumed in the morning found impaired glucose clearance without changes to
insulin secretion, suggesting a decrement in pancreatic
control of glycemia. However, with an evening meal administration, we found evidence of pancreatic compensation
for impaired whole-body insulin sensitivity potentially due
to a time-of-day (or circadian) effect on metabolism. One
possible explanation for our findings could be the increased temporal distance from the nightly melatonin
peak offset of an evening meal (65). Melatonin influences
insulin secretion and glucose tolerance, and is altered by
morning light exposure (even relatively dim light, such as
in this study) (65–67). We did not measure melatonin, so
this hypothesis requires further testing in future studies.
There was a significant consistent suppression of NEFAs
in response to sleep restriction compared with baseline,
and one night of recovery sleep was insufficient to restore
NEFAs to baseline values (Fig. 5). NEFA release from adipose tissue is powerfully suppressed by insulin, so it is possible that the elevations in pre-meal and postprandial
insulin during sleep restriction were at least partially responsible for the observed NEFA suppression. NEFAs remained suppressed in the recovery condition compared
with baseline despite pre-meal and postprandial insulin
levels returning to sleep-replete levels. These findings provide evidence that there may be additional physiological
changes occurring in response to sleep restriction, such as
changes to the rate of NEFA release from adipose tissue or
utilization by peripheral tissues.
The postprandial lipemic response was significantly suppressed by sleep restriction. Compared with baseline, TG
AUC was decreased by 32.8% and TG clearance was increased by 92.7%. In contrast to NEFAs, TG AUC was not
significantly different from baseline following one night of
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10 h TIB recovery sleep, even though TG clearance remained elevated. While it is possible that sleep restriction
significantly disturbs the digestive and absorptive processes
of the gut, which are under circadian control, available evidence suggests that increased TG clearance is more likely
responsible for the observed differences (68, 69). Meal lipids are packaged into lipoproteins (chylomicrons and
VLDLs) by the gut and liver for transport to peripheral tissues (17, 70, 71). Insulin stimulates LPL translocation to
the endothelial surface, promoting uptake and clearance
of postprandial lipoproteins from the blood (72–74). The
elevated postprandial insulin during sleep restriction may
increase LPL activity and thereby increase TG clearance
and decrease postprandial TG AUC (72, 75). Although this
physiology is well described, a post hoc analysis found no
correlation between postprandial insulin and TG AUCs,
indicating that there may be additional physiological
mechanisms contributing to the observed changes in TG
AUC and clearance. For example, prior sleep restriction
studies have found an increased fasting ratio of peripheral
lipid to carbohydrate oxidation (decreased fasting respiratory quotient) as well as evidence for increased hepatic
fatty acid oxidation (increased -hydroxy butyrate levels)
(9, 22–24). Therefore, in addition to increased LPL activity, there may be a sleep restriction-induced shift in fuel
selection favoring lipid clearance. The mechanisms underlying this shift in fuel selection preference and the tissue(s)
in which this shift occurs remain unknown.
Compared with a baseline sleep-replete condition, we
found no differences in pre-meal levels of the hunger and
satiety hormones ghrelin, GLP-1, and leptin. Participants’
self-reported levels of hunger and satiety were not different
prior to the meal start; after consuming the meal, however,
participants were significantly less satiated during sleep restriction compared with baseline. One night of recovery
sleep restored participant postprandial satiety ratings to
baseline levels. There was a significant interaction of condition × time in the response of postprandial ghrelin during
sleep restriction compared with baseline. We administered
the hunger/satiety surveys to participants immediately following meal completion (no later than 20 min after meal
start), so changes that occurred in ghrelin across the entirety of the HFD are unlikely to relate to the immediate
postprandial decrease in fullness reported by participants
in the restriction condition. It is possible that other satietysignaling hormones that we did not measure in this study
drove the decrease in participant-reported fullness.
IL-6 is a cytokine that is produced by immune cells, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells in many bodily tissues, including the adipose tissue, skeletal muscle, and liver (76).
Visceral and omental adipose tissue produce approximately one-third of circulating plasma IL-6, and IL-6 levels
correlate with visceral adiposity (77, 78). IL-6 signaling
plays a role in both the initiation and resolution of inflammation and, although long-term elevation is associated
with chronic disease, brief increases are a normal part of
diurnal metabolism and meal digestion (76, 77). A number
of studies have demonstrated an increase in inflammatory
markers after a high-fat meal, but only IL-6 has such a

robust response that it has consistently been demonstrated
to increase postprandially across a large number of studies
(79). In particular, IL-6 increases robustly following a highfat or mixed meal, with little postprandial response to a
carbohydrate meal (77). Evidence relating sleep restriction
to IL-6 is mixed, although a recent meta-analysis found
that increases in IL-6 are associated with sleep disturbances
rather than restriction per se (80–82). We found the postprandial IL-6 response to be significantly blunted by sleep
restriction. This was partially, but not fully, restored with
one night of 10 h TIB recovery. Due to the exponential and
non-normal nature of our IL-6 data, the data were transformed using a median split. This transformation explains
the significance of the condition variable in the recovery
IL-6 model despite the overlapping mean values. In post
hoc analyses, nontransformed IL-6 was not correlated
with either TG values or TG AUC; however, in an exploratory analysis, the interaction of time into procedure and
TG values significantly predicted IL-6 values (P < 0.0001) in
all conditions, supporting the hypothesis that postprandial
IL-6 levels are a response to plasma levels of meal lipids.
Although the possibility that sleep restriction acts independently on postprandial IL-6 evolution cannot be excluded,
the most plausible explanation for the observed decrease
in postprandial IL-6 is that the decreased TG AUC during sleep restriction induces a blunted postprandial IL-6
response.
In conclusion, this study examined the effects of sleep
restriction on postprandial metabolism, particularly lipemia. We found that the postprandial TG lipemia following
an evening meal is significantly suppressed by four nights
of sleep restriction and restored with one night of recovery
sleep. Decreased TG AUC during sleep restriction corresponded to an increased TG clearance, which remained
elevated after one night of recovery sleep. Although they
were not significantly correlated, elevated plasma insulin
during sleep restriction likely drove the changes in postprandial TG. The postprandial increase in the inflammatory marker IL-6 mirrored the changes in TG with sleep
restriction, also returning to baseline levels with one night
of recovery sleep. Participants reported feeling less satiated
following the meal during sleep restriction, despite no differences in hunger before or after the meal. Furthermore,
we found that sleep restriction suppresses NEFAs both before and during an evening high-fat meal and that one
night of recovery sleep is not sufficient to restore NEFAs to
baseline values, despite recovery condition insulin returning to baseline levels. In the context of whole-body metabolism, this may indicate a shift in fuel selection, with
preference given to lipids. It is possible that repeated or
prolonged exposure to sleep restriction leads to counterregulatory shifts in these mechanisms, explaining the association between short sleep and elevated TG in epidemiological
studies. This study demonstrates that sleep restriction induces significant shifts in lipemia in response to a highly
translational metabolic challenge, which, when taken together with epidemiological evidence, may be one factor
contributing to the increased cardiometabolic risk associated with short sleep.

Limitations
This study is limited by relatively small sample size and
limited population scope, as this pilot study only included
young healthy men. Future studies should include women
and older adults. Randomizing the baseline and restriction
conditions to occur on separate laboratory stays with adequate recovery time in between could strengthen future
studies. We did not assess gut motility, measure fat absorption efficiency, or directly measure TG clearance rates, so
our study was unable to determine whether the observed
decreases in postprandial lipemia were due to increased
clearance of TGs from the plasma, or due to decreased absorption from the gut. Future studies utilizing labeled TG
tracers, stool analyses of residual fat content, and quantitation of LPL activity could further identify the mechanistic
shifts caused by sleep restriction.
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